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     Making Zoom Learning Time Fun and Helpful

Zoom has become one of the ways schools  try and keep connections with students during the remote learning 
time. For some zoom time is interesting, engaging and educational. For others though, zoom time or the expectation 
to sit and “work” is highly unpreferred and may have caused an increase in some unwanted behaviors at home.  For 
parents, it may also have become unpreferred and a struggle. If so , consider some of the ideas below. 

Pairing Zoom
Pairing means frequent association of something you really like, with something that you 

don’t really care for, to make it more reinforcing or preferred. Think of when you have to do 

work you don’t want to do. You might get a cup of tea or coffee you like, put your favorite 

music on in the background. These help to make work that’s unpreferred more agreeable.. 

Similarly, you can do the same for your child. 

Pairing Steps
● Zoom is open but not required to go near or talk.  Child can continue with a preferred 

activity.  

● Have a preferred activity, snack or item, that your child can ONLY do when school 

zoom is on.

● Can use facetime with a family member or friend, but call it “zoom”. A preferred video 

can show up or your child or family member can make funny faces.  

● Start a Zoom with family or a teacher with a video that the child will enjoy.

Ideas to increase zoom fun and participation :
❖ Turn off your video and audio so child doesn’t see or hear themselves to get used to it.
❖ “Practice” zoom more than once a day. Two other short times where they play around 

with seeing themselves and hearing themselves or with family members.
❖ Have Zoom on  during a preferred activity, snack, color a picture, have a favorite book 

with them, etc.
❖ Transition from a highly preferred activity to something less preferred than Zoom 

time
❖ Wear headphones
❖ Zoom can also be used on an iPad, phone, or other device  if the child is more 

comfortable using a device more familiar
❖ Be in a space  the child enjoys and is comfortable like a favorite chair, with a stuffed 

animal, etc. 
❖ Take a break during zoom sessions for your child to do some movement activities or at 

natural breaks
❖ Use the token system to support expectations --see Newsletter #2



Checklist/ Visual Check-in
● A simple checklist might be helpful to keep students on task when they are on a zoom call 

with their class. This could be done with visuals, words, sign language, etc. It could be 
done on a whiteboard, piece of paper, post-it note, etc. 

● A note-taking form, like the one pictured, can be used for your child to take notes and 
increase focus and participation.

taking form like the one pictured, could be used for 

your child to take notes or you take notes alongside.  

Try the Second Step Visuals for Learning to point to 

for reminders. Many classrooms use this for younger 

learners during group times and should be familiar. 

Contact Information 

Natasha Vogt - nmc20@scasd.org
Lauren Gerst - lrg15@scasd.org 

 Virtual Office Hours Upon request 

Lauren Gerst and Natasha Vogt (BCBA) are Behavior Specialists with SCASD. We both have worked as Autistic Support 
teachers at the elementary level and have been supporting teachers and students K-12 in the SCASD as behavior 
specialists. We are hoping to help families help their child with behavior and learning needs in the home setting. during 
the remote learning time.

Resources: https://www.andnextcomesl.com/, Second Step Curriculum Posters
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